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- Climate Strike GA: General Assembly has been called after receiving a petition of 200+ signatures, GA will take place Wednesday September 25 in Leacock 132. As per the constitution, we will need a quorum of 500 to pass a resolution to strike. If the resolution passes, it will go to an online vote that requires a quorum of 8%. The strike would be symbolic in nature and would not cancel classes, however it would mandate the AUS as an advocate for students who choose to not go to class. This campaign would not have been possible without the incredible work and advocacy of Climate Justice Action McGill.

- Construction in Leacock has made a lot of operations difficult including room/table bookings for clubs and departments, and BdA.

Rep Portfolio

- Attended Arts LegCo on Wednesday September 18
  - Passed Standing Rules
  - A lot of departmental wine and cheeses!
- Current projects I am/will shortly be working on
  - Canadian election infographics for registering
  - Website clean up
  - French programming

Respectfully submitted,

Adin Chan
Arts Representative to SSMU
artsrep1@ssmu.ca